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Presidential Transition Update

• Candidate transition teams – status 
• Working out of GSA-provided transition space

• President-elect transition team will move to GSA HQ space
• Identifying critical appointments and matching potential 

appointees to these roles
• Staffing transition policy and agency review teams

• ~200 people by Election Day
• Preparing “landing teams”



Presidential Transition Update

• Agency transition teams – status
• Preparing to welcome the landing teams
• Finalizing briefing materials
• Creating communications plan
• Developing day-one, month-one plans

• Goal to integrate these plans with the priorities of the incoming 
administration



MAKING 
GOVERNMENT 
WORK FOR THE 
AMERICAN 
PEOPLE
A Management 
Roadmap for the 
New 
Administration

• Recommendations gleaned 
from a series of roundtables 
hosted by the IBM Center for 
the Business of Government 
and the Partnership for Public 
Service

• Reflects best advice from 
current and former government 
leaders and influencers

• Emphasis on “enablers”– the 
key factors that will enable 
effective implementation of 
policy and service



Management Roadmap

• A management strategy to achieve policy goals
• Policy only has meaning if it can be implemented

• Recommendations to help new leaders solve 
problems and accomplish mission objectives

• A timeline for work that begins now and continues 
throughout an administration



Management Enablers
• Recommendations in four areas, based on 

roundtables and individual white papers:
1. Developing and Managing Executive Talent
2. Creating an Enterprise Approach to Government
3. Building and Sustaining Innovation 
4. Strengthening Decision Making

• Recommendations offered for the next administration 
both pre- and post-inauguration  



Improving Decisions with ERM

• Imperative: Tying ERM to Issues Important to the 
Incoming Administration

• How does ERM manifest itself in:
• 30/60/90 day plans
• Budget
• Strategic planning
• IT, acquisition
• Performance reviews



Discussion
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